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The improvvisatore tradition in Florence Italy during the second half of the 
quattrocento featured poet-musicians who sang poetry for music (poesia per musica) 
accompanied by the lira (da braccio). This thesis researches Florentine literati and 
threads of humanism in relation to poetry written for music. By doing so, philosophical 
and literary trends are analyzed in relation to the Florentine improvvisatore style: frottola 
versification forms and divinus furor. 
Marsilio Ficino’s (1433-1499) direction at the Platonic Academy (founded c. 
1463) outside Florence in the hills of Carregi influenced some of the greatest artists and 
musicians of his time. This thesis focuses on lyric improvisation as a means of 
connecting mind and body with the universe. In doing so, Ficino’s music-spirit-theory 
and astrological program are looked at in light of the Platonic sources. The instrument of 
the improvvisatore, the lira, will be analyzed in relation to affect (ethos) and wellness for 
mind (soul) and body.
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CHAPTER 1  
 
Introduction: Lyric Music and Affect 
 
 
 Secular and sacred accounts of music’s affective power originate in the earliest 
transmissions of primitive cultures. Praise of music for its curative affect echoes from the 
primordial realm. It subsumes the folkloric metaphysics of epic poetry sung by ancient 
bards as well as higher structured engagements concerned with spirituality, immortality 
and the divine.  
Curt Sachs (1881-1959) proposed that, “music began with singing.” 
However rudimentary this singing may be, it flows all through 
primitive man’s life. It conveys his poetry, and in rest and peaceful 
work diverts, elates, and lulls; it gives hypnotic trance to those who 
heal the sick and strive for luck and life in magic incantation; it keeps 
awake the dancers’ yielding muscles, intoxicates the fighting men, and 




 In the Bible’s Old Testament, Saul’s torment was relieved by David’s harp 
playing. David was commissioned to cure Saul’s evil-spirit affliction. Saul’s attendants 
describe this account: 
See, an evil spirit from God is tormenting you. Let our Lord command 
his servants here to search for someone who can play the harp. He will 
play when the evil spirit from God comes upon you, and you will feel 
better. . . Whenever the spirit from God came upon Saul, David would 
take his harp and play. Then relief would come to Saul; he would feel 




  The Attic Greek philosophers Plato (429-347 B.C.E) and his student Aristotle 
(384-322 B.C.E) connected rhythmic meter and mele (musical modes) with cultural and 
ethical experience, paideia. Plato’s Republic, and Aristotle’s Politics, advocated the 
formative value of music’s moral effect on the mind in conjunction with gymnastics 
                                                 
1
 Curt Sachs. The Rise of Music in the Ancient World: East and West (New York: 
W.W. Norton & Co., 1943), 20-23. 
2
 I Samuel, 16:14-23 (NIV), 1982. 
 2 
physical effect on the body. They considered the appropriate amount of both equally 
important for wellbeing and good character. 
 In Politics, Aristotle’s ‘Doctrine of Imitation’ proposed that rhythmic meter and 
mele (melodic modes) directly imitated the temperament of the soul. The ethos of 
particular mele and rhythms affected human character, which depended on experiential 
perception and practice. Accordingly, Aristotle associated the timbre of Greek 
instruments, including voice, with their ethical properties and paideutic role. 
 Plato’s esoteric philosophy transposes music into a metaphysical realm. His 
dialogues, particularly Timaeus advanced Pythagoras’ (6
th
 cent. B.C.E) natural 
philosophy rooted in numeric proportion, mysticism, astrology and the occult. In Musica 
Mundana: Variations on a Pythagorean Theme
3
 James Haar examined the Timaeus scale 
and its World Soul division. The scale built on Pythagorean concords corresponds to the 
lambda sequence: (1 2 3 4 9 8 27). These numbers break down into two geometric series: 
1 2 4 8 and 1 3 9 27,
4
 that reflect the ‘inherent’ structure of Pythagorean intervals and 
scales. Commentaries on the Platonic scale expressed the natural order of the universe 
and placed music as a reflection of cosmic proportions (i.e., music viewed as a 
microcosm of the macrocosm). 
 Laus musice (praise music) themes have prefaced numerous treatises concerning 
music’s ethical nature and its affect on the human condition. Quintilian (c. 35-90 C.E.)
5
  
                                                 
3
 James Haar. Musica Mundana: Variations on a Pythagorean Theme (Ph.D. 
diss., Harvard University, 1960).  
4
 James Haar, Musica Mundana, 8. 
5
 See Ann E. Moyer, Musica Scientia: Musical Scholarship in the Italian 
Renaissaince (Ithaca: Cornell University Press), 1992, and Quintilian, Institutio oratio, 
edited and translated by Donald A. Russell in The Orator’s Education: Books 1-2, 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press), 2001.  
 3 
refered to the ancients who valued music highly and held that the world itself was 
harmonic. Music was considered essential to the educated person and deemed useful in 
lightening labors and curing madness. Quintilian stressed the relationship between music 
and grammar. He cited the Attic Greek music theorist Aristoxenus (c. 4
th
 cent. B.C.E.) to 
bolster his claim that grammar was part of musical study. Moreover, music’s affect on 
character was related to poetry: 
To the orator, music is directly relevant both in the sounds on one’s 
voice and in the motions of one’s body (1.10.22). But it is also essential 
for understanding poetry, as poetry was written to be sung. Music 
affects the character and certainly causes changes in the emotions 




 Quintilian recalled the ancient poet musicians Orpheus and Linus, whom he 
considered born of divine birth as prophets and musicians. In Institutio oratio Quintilian 
wrote that, “Pythagoras and his followers, after all popularized the belief, which no doubt 
they inherited from antiquity, that the world itself was constructed on the principle which 
the lyre later imitated.”
7
 
 Lyrical songs derive their history from songs sung on the ancient lyre. In 
antiquity the lyre accompanied panegyric hymns sung to deities.
8
  According to Greek 
mythology, Hermes (Mercury) invented the lyre and gave it to Apollo; in return, Apollo 
gave Hermes the caduceus, a herald’s staff with two wings intertwined with serpents, 
today’s logos for the American medical profession.
9
 The Apollonian lyre has since been 
symbolized as an instrument of reason, light, and controlled emotion.  
                                                 
6
 Moyer, Musica Scientia, 27.  
7
 Russell, The Orator’s Education, 219. 
8
 Hymns sung to Apollo (Sun), and Orpheus: son of Apollo by the muse Calliope.  
9
 J. E. Zimmerman, A Dictionary of Classical Mythology (New York: Harper & 
Row Publishers, 1964), 124. 
 4 
 Florentine Neo-Platonic improvvisatori of the quattrocento fused poetry with 
philosophy and stressed immortality of the soul. Their poetic ‘universality’ adjusted the 
reality of objects by words used to describe them, res ipsae (reality of things themselves), 
and turned the dualism between words (poetry) and their objects (reality) into a fused co-
extension. During the second half of the fifteenth century Italian Renaissance, the revival 
of the ancient lyre began with an interest in bucolic poetry, theatre, spirituality, 
naturalism, and magic. During this time, the lira da braccio accompanied secular poetry 
set in lingua volgare (native Italian) as well as divine poetry conceived by divinus furor. 
 This thesis will observe improvvisatori musicians in Florence during the last 
fifty years of the fifteenth century relative to the ‘Philosophical Renaissance’ and the 
larger improvvisatore practice in Italy. Moreover, it will study formal music-poetic 
structures that serviced the narrative style of the improvvisatore’s practice, as well as 
threads of natural philosophy in poetry written for music, poesia per musica. Marsilio 
Ficino’s (1433-1499) spiritual music improvisations and natural magic practice will be 
viewed in light of the intellectual zeitgeist at the Florentine Academy (founded c. 1463). 
Patrons of the Academy were improvvisatore musicians (poets), philosophers, and 
statesmen. In book three of De vita (1483) Ficino wrote that syncretic improvisations on 
the lira propagated celestial ‘benefits,’ and that the lira correlated with wellness. Ficino’s 
music spirit theory and lira practice will be addressed as part and parcel to the musico-









 tradition in quattrocento Italy featured luminary poets and 
musicians who improvised verse accompanied by the lira da braccio. The lira’s seven 
strings, like its archetype, the ancient lyre, accompanied vocal declamations of heroic 
epics, hymns, narrations, comedies, classical eclogues, and bucolic poems. During the 
high Renaissance (1470 to 1520), an epoch distinguished by the rebirth of classical 
models, frottola emerged in northern Italy as the principal musical style for setting native 
poetry. Frottola, from the Medieval Latin frocta, a collection of random impromptu 
thoughts, defines the sizable repertory of polyphonic music written in the improvvisatore 
style.
11
 A large portion of music in the frottola genre comprised skeletal chord patterns 
modeled on fifteenth-century improvisations of several poetic and narrative verse-forms: 
barzelletti, capitoli, ode, strambotti, sonnetti, and canti carnascialeschi. 
William Prizer (b. 1943) has explored the relationship between the unwritten 
improvvisatore tradition and the early frottola from 1450 to 1510.
12
  In “The Frottola and 
the Unwritten Tradition” he asserts that improvisatory passagework corresponded to 
mnemonic association of formulaic motives that fit rhythmic, strophic poetry. To support 
                                                 
10
 In Italian Poetry and Music in the Renaissance (p. 78), James Haar points out 
the many names and variations used for poet-musicians: improvisotere, dicitore in rima, 
sonatare, cantore, cantatore, canterino, cantastorie, cantimbanco, ciarlatano et cetera. 
11
 Frottole is the title of eleven printed collections published in Venice by 
Ottavanio Petrucci from 1504 to 1514. 
12
 William F. Prizer, “The Frottole and the Unwritten Tradition,” Studi musicali 1 
(1986). 
 6 
his argument, he cites the untexted frottole in Ottaviano Petrucci’s (1466-1539)
 13
 Libro 
quarto (1507): “Modo de cantar sonetti,” “Aer de versi latini,” and “Aer de capituli.” 
Prizer affirmed that the lira da braccio would have been the logical instrument to: 
Accompany long, strophic poems (ode and capitoli) within the frottole 
repertory, as well as long narrative verse, such as terza rima [three 
lined stanzas in chain rhyme] or ottava rima [eight line stanzas, 




The chordal orientation of music set to narrative-strophic poetry complemented ‘simple’ 
passagi that allowed performers to express musical ideas within ‘fixed’ verse forms in 
each strophe.  
The barzellette’s (A,ab) (B,ba) (A,cd) (A,cd) (B,da)
15
 verse form materialized 
from a confluence of ‘fixed’ poetic phrasings found in stanzas of popular dance songs—
chiefly the Italian ballate and French virelais
16
 of the fourteenth century, as well as the 
fifteenth century Spanish villancico
17
 and French bergerette.
18
 Each of these dance songs 
expressed stanzas that repeated internal poetic couplets [distiches], (cd) (cd), which 
reflected regional music practice. Respective music for poetic couplets were described in 
Italian as mutazione (improvisation, see note 19 below) or piedi, in French as ouvert 
(open) and clos (closed), in Spanish as mundaza—strophes of the mundaza were called 
coplas or pies. 
                                                 
13
 First significant Italian publisher of polyphonic music. 
14
 Prizer, 9. 
15
 Capital letters symbolize units of music; lower case letters symbolize poetic 
phrasing within musical units.  
16
 One of the three widely used dance forms, formes fixes, of the Ars Nova. The 
other two are rondeau and ballade.  
17
 The fifteenth century Spanish villancico evolved structurally from cantigas, 
thirteenth century monophonic songs.   
18
 The bergerette, from the French (little shepherdess), was a monostrophic 
pastoral; it was used in the late fifteenth century and had the form of a virelais with only 
one stanza. 
 7 
Barzalletta (from Italian: joke or jest) versification types can be found, preserved, 
or superimposed, in most frottole styles (maniere); thus, the barzellette often refers to 
versification within the frottola genre proper. Musically, the AB section, ripresa 
(refrain), preceded the piedi section, mutazione.
19
 The volta, B, closed the rhyme scheme 
and set up the ripresa. In trochaic meter, the barzallette stressed the upbeat, which related 
it to dance, popular theatre, comedy, satire and the improvvisatore tradition.  
The piedi of barzalletti continued the medieval tradition of setting strophic poetry 
to repeated strains of music; however, the improvvisatori of the quattrocento relied on 
mutazioni to improvise by memory and to develop narrative. Nino Pirrotta described 
simple usage of melodic formulae as a concept of “economy” which was advantageous to 
the improvisor, who: 
By having a simple melodic formula ready in his memory, can 
concentrate more easily on improvising a text appropriate to the 
circumstances. Economy of means and memorization of [melodic 





Not only would repetition of melodic formulae for each strophe have guided the 
improvvisatore’s memory; skeletal chord structures provided by the lira would have 
assisted extemporaneous ‘realizations’ by learned musicians. 
                                                 
19
  A pair of poetic lines having identical scansion and end rhymes, (cd), (cd). In 
the frottola repertory, the poetic couplets of the mutazione (c d) ⇔ (c d) were often 
separated by a fermata, which articulated poetic couplets of the mutazione into two 
halves. These halves map onto each other poetically. However, it was up to the 
improvvisatore to realize melodic material in service of the text. This is best exemplified 
in the case of the strambotto and its wide application of poetic couplets to express 
narrative (see pp. 33-37 below). 
20
 Nino Pirrotta, Music and Culture in Italy from the Middle Ages to the Baroque: 









The capitola verse-form usually linked three-line stanzas, terza rima in chain 
rhyme,
22
 sung to repeated strains of music (A,aba) (A,bcb) (A,cdc). Sometimes the final 
stanza added a fourth line (A,cdc[B]) which was sung to a different melody and acted as 
a sort of coda.
23
 Petrucci’s Frottole libro septimo (1507) contains the anonymous 
capitola, “Pregoui fronde, fiori, acque” (Beseech: branches, flowers, and waters) set to 
music by Bartolomeo Tromboncino. Its stanzas (see below) illustrate the bucolic poetic 
style of the capitola and demonstrate interlocking terza rima: 
Rafrena il tuo bel corso, almo mio sole (a) Stop your pleasant course, my sunny dream; 
E tu, fresca aura che sì dolce spiri! (b) And you, fresh winds that one breathes in so sweetly! 
Odi un che ha gran ragion d’amor si dole. (a) Listen to one who has great reason to suffer from love. 
 
Odito, o dursi sassi, i miei suspiri, (b) Listen, you hard rocks, listen to my sighs, 
Poi ch’altri non ascolta il mio lamento (c) Because others will not listen to my lament 
Che fu sola cagion di miei martyri. (b) That which was the only reason for my agony. 
 
Io fui già tra gli amanti el più contento I was once amongst the happiest of lovers 
Mentre fortuna e’l ciel non m’hebbe a sdegno While fate and the heavens disdained me 
Hor son il più infelice e più scontento Now I am more unhappy and more discontented 
                                                 
21
 Emanuel Winternitz, Leonardo da Vinci as a Musician (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1982), 37. 
22
 The interlocking chain rhyme of the terza rima descended from the fourteen 
lines of the Petrarcan sonnet.  
23
 Willi Apel ed., Harvard Dictionary of Music, 2
nd
 ed. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1970), 134.  
 9 
Unde per non amar pongo ogni ingegno; Thus; in order not to love, I gave up each scheme; 
Ma nulla forza contra amor mi vale, But no force against love works well for me, 
Ch evince il tutto e rompe ogni disegno. Because it conquers all and breaks each design. 
 
Penso el dì mille volta al mio gran male, I think a thousand times a day about my great malaise, 
E fingo la mia dea cruda e defforme. And I picture my goddess as brutish and deformed. 
Nè pur le’ extigue il fuoco aspro e mortale. Yet this cannot extinguish the bitter and fatal fire.  
 
Sì arecho nel pensier mille altre forme, If I imagine a thousand other forms, 
E fingo hor questa, hor quella assai più bella; And I suppose either this or that one more beautiful; 
Ma nulla trovo al mio martyr conforme. Nothing I find expresses my suffering. 
 
Hai troppo dura fato! Hai dura stella Fate, you are too harsh! A harsh star 
Che me constringe amar chi me non cura, That forces me to love someone who does not care -  
Chi fu mai contra amor tanta rubella! Who has ever railed so much against love! 
 
Posto ho ogni mio pensier, posto ogni cura I have exposed each one of my thoughts and cares 
Sol per placar questa alma tanta altiera; Only to placate this haughty soul; 
Ma sempre è più ver me spietata e dura. Yet it is always more merciless and harsh towards me. 
 
Facto gli ò prova de mia fè sincera, In fact, I have proved my sincere faith, 
Et pianto ho mille volte al suo conspecto. And I have cried a thousand times at its appearance. 
Nè per pianto, o per fè s’è la men fera. Neither for crying, nor for fate, is it less brutal. 
 
Unde che in me non trovo alcun diffecto, And yet I find no defect in me, 
Poichè altro non so far, piango e mi doglio, Since I do not know any other way to act, I labor in pain  
Narrando il grave ardor che ho dentro a pecto While I narrate this fire I have in my bosom  
Al sol, al vento, ai tronchi e ad ogni scoglio. To the sun, wind, stumps, and each rock. [Coda] 
 
Figure 2: Capitola, “Pregoui fronde, fiori, acque” from Petrucci’s Libro septimo.
24
   
 
Capitoli verse-forms transformed the barzalette proper into a ‘kind’ of fixed form where 
each strophe dovetailed three poetic lines, each based on recapitulated musical 
improvisations. The capitola was the recitation manner most frequently mentioned in 
descriptions of intermedi,
25
 works performed between the acts of classical Renaissance 
plays. 
Intermedi were performed at humanist banquets and between acts of classical 
comedies—many written by the Roman dramatist Titus Maccius Plautus (254-
184 B.C.E). Backdrops to several of the earliest Italian intermedi staged the music-of-the-
                                                 
24
 Walter Rubsamen, Literary Sources of Secular Music in Italy: circa. 1500 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1943), 50, trans., Greg Clauss and Nicolina Lo 
Russo. 
25
 Nino Pirrotta, Music and Theatre from Poliziano to Monteverdi (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1982), 72. 
 10 
spheres theme, equipped with angelic songs and sounds of the planets. One of the first 
plays, Plautus’ Amphitryon, produced in the winter of 1487 in Ferrara under the reign of 
Ercole I d’Este,
26
 staged an intermedio draped in music-of-the-spheres imagery. 
Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), an improvvisatore, designed stage-set 
machinations for Italian festivals, theatre, and other entertainments. Some of his sketches 
rendered drums driven by carriage wheels and detailed mechanized percussive 
instruments.
27
 Alongside established court entertainments, the advent of Italian theatre in 
the late fifteenth-century Renaissance expanded the audience for improvvisatori 
musicians. Intermedi were performed solely for the pleasure of an audience—they were 
improvised divertissements that intended to delight. 
The oda, like the capitola, relates to the fifteenth-century poetic category known 
as sirventese and is structured by three-line strophes that repeat music sub-sequentially. 
The oda, “generally considered to be a poem with four-line strophes, in fact consists of 
strophes made up of two seven-syllable lines plus an eleven-syllable line with an internal 
rhyme.”
28
 In Petrucci’s Frottole libro quattro, the anonymous oda, “El laccio” (The Trap 
see below), represents such a structure, lines three and four of each strophe integrate into 
one line with an internal rhyme: 
Se in questa uerde etade If in this green state 
Me tien lieto e beato Keeps me happy and blessed 
Che parme ogni altro statu That’s for me, every other state seems 
                                                 
26
 The Ferrarese Este family supported music and the arts. During Ercole I 
d’Este’s leadership (1471-1505) many musicians traveled to work in Ferrara. Ercole’s 
daughter Isabella d’Este (b.1474-1539) has been called the prima donna of the 
Renaissance. Ercole I married Isabella’s mother, Eloneora of Aragon, in 1473. Isabella 
married Francesco Gonzaga of Mantua when she was sixteen and became marchesa 
Mantua. 
27
 See, Emanuel Winternitz, Leonardo da Vinci as a Musician (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1982). 
28
 Pirrotta, Music and Culture, 381. 
 11 
 Basso e uile.    Base and vile. 
 
O thesor, piu gentile, Oh my treasure, so kind 
C’ogni gema d’oriente, Like every jewel of the Orient 
Che uien doue sounte That often pulses where 
 Mio cor luce.    My heart shines. 
 
O luce, cho’gni luce O Light, that each light 
Al parangon se obscura, In comparison you obscure, 
O felice ventura O happy good fortune 
 De mia uita    Of my life. 
 
O suaue ferita, O sweet pain 
Ch’io sento alhora quando, That I feel when 
Quei ochi bei mirando You seize me with your beautiful eyes 
 Resto presa.    I remain captured. 
 
El alhor ogni altra impressa And then every other concern 
Lassai sol per mirarte, I left behind to gaze solely upon you, 
Ogni mio ingegno e arte Every one of my artistic designs 
 A te dicai.    To you I dedicate. 
 
Ne si mutara mai And never has my 
Mia uoglia ch’el destino, Wish that fate made you, 
Ta facta al mio camino In my path - 
 Vera stella.    A true star. 
 
Accio, mia nauicella, I am blind, my little starship wonder 
Al fin guidi a bon porto, Guide me to the good harbour, 
Poi ch’ogni mio conforto For each of my consolations 
 Sta in te sola.    Remains in you alone. 
 
Deh st’alma hormai consola, This soul can only be consoled by 
Ch’altro che ti non brama, None other than you that I long for 
E nocte e giorno Chiapa And night and day my soul 
 El tuo adiuto.    Calls out to you. 
 




Among the frottolesque versification forms, the strambotto was the ne plus ultra 
of the fifteenth century, comparable in importance to the madrigal of the subsequent 
century. Nino Pirrotta described the strambotto as the most remarkable example of 
musical “economy.” The music of the first two poetic couplets of the strambotto in ottava 
rima (eight line octaves) was simply repeated/improvised for the next three poetic 
couplets. 
                                                 
29
 Rudolf Schwartz, Ottaviano Petrucci: Frottole, Buch I und IV (Weisbaden: 
Breitkopf & Härtel, 1967), XLII, trans. Greg Clauss and Nicolina Lo Russo. 
 12 
The strambotto’s extended verse-form serviced improvisations of long narrative 
epic poems comprised of many eight-line canti.
30
 Improvvisatori ad-libbed poetic 
couplets with melodic material (passagi) that accentuated subtle inflections of verbosity 
for the entire narrative. The mutazione (cd) (cd) served as the internal structure for 
improvisation. The strambotto extended the mutazione of the barzaletta to accommodate 
improvisations of poetic couplets in order to develop lengthy narrative poems. 
Strambotti improvisations used word painting to portray programmatic content to 
advance narrative, and implemented the wide use of mutazione to engender ‘sub-textual’ 
plot development. The phraseology of the strambotto’s poetic couplets depended on the 
performers improvisations of memorized coupled rhymes, most often performed ad 
lyram (on the lira). In Il Cortegiano, Baldasare Castiglione (1478-1529) described the 
performance practice of sprezzatura as intricate vocal ornamentations executed with 
consummate ease. It was the new style for Renaissance musical artists who valued the 
erotic quality of live performance over theoretical speculation.
31
 The rhyme scheme of 
the strambotto is generally consistent (abababcc). The Florentine poet Luigi Pulci (1432-
1484) used this rhyme scheme throughout his lengthy epic narrative Morgante Maggiore 
(1483), as did Angelo Poliziano (1454-1494) in Le festa d’Orfeo (c. 1472). 
Sonnetti, patterned on the Petrarcan fourteen-line sonnet, also exemplified 
musical “economy.” The music for three lines served the entire poem. Only lines one, 
two, and four of the sonnet were set to music. Line three used the same melodic material 
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as line two. The second quatrain followed the first, while the last two tercets reiterated 
melodies from lines one, two, and four: ABB’CABB’CABCABC. 
Pieces called modo (manner) and aer (air) provided musical forms for singing any 
designated text to their models. Petrucci’s Frotolle libro primo (1504) includes a “Modus 
dicindi capitula” (manner of reciting capitoli) by Michele Pesenti.  Frottole libro quarto: 
Strambotti, ode, frottole, sonetti et modo de cantar versi latini e capituli (1507) contains 
an “Aer de versi latini” (air for Latin verses) by the Brescian Antonio Caprioli, an “Aer 
de capitoli” (air for capitoli) by Philippus de Lurano, and an anonymous “Modo de cantar 
sonetti.” Giovanni Brocco set an “El modo de dir sonetti” in frottole libro tertio (1507). 
Johannes Gesso composed an “Aere da capitoli” in frottole libro octauo (1507). Frottole 
libro nono (1509) contains an “Aer de capitoli” by Marco Cara. Frottole libro undecimo 
(1514) also includes an “Aer da capitoli.”
32
 
Canti carnascialeschi were songs that served as entertainment during the 
Florentine carnival season. Masqueraders sang part songs on foot or on decorated carts as 
part of the festivities at pre-Lenten Carnival, at callendimaggio (1 May) until the feast of 
San Giovanni (24 June).
33
 According to Frederico Ghisi’s sources,
34
 masked groups on 
floats, who represented various professions and trades, sang carnival chants.  
Lorenzo the Magnificent’s (1449-1492) famous canto dei bericuocolai (song by 
the sellers of gingerbread and spicecakes),
35
 set to music (c. 1480) by Heinrich Isaac, has 
been considered the first of its kind in the canto carnascialescho genre. Lorenzo was a 
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patron of the arts in the rising mercantile sates of Italy; he was born into the most 
powerful family in Florence. He was a poet and also practiced the lira. Lorenzo hired 
famous northern polyphonists, and sent local Florentine musicians on delegation to work 
in other city-states. 
Allesandro Bracessi (1445-1503), a Florentine ‘poet-improvisor,’ composed four 
canti carnascialeschi poems for music, one of which survived with an anonymous 
musical setting in Florence manuscript 229. Bracessi’s extant canto carnascialescho 
outlines skeletal chord structures similar to other subspecies in the frottola genre; some 
songs of the Florentine festival season were called frottole carnascialesche. Although 
canti carnascialeschi were festive songs, typically accompanied by an alta capella or 
wind band, Marsilio Ficino (1433-1499) improvised Barccesi’s verses cantare ad lyram 
and praised their pastoral quality.  
 Ficino was initially employed by Cosimo de’ Medici (1389-1464) and 
continued to work for his grandson Lorenzo In Florence. While Ficino was singing an 
Orphic hymn, ad lyram, dedicated to the cosmos (he prayed for a quiet life granted to a 
pious youth) he received a letter from Cosimo requesting his services at the Academy in 
the countryside at Careggi. Ficino, in a letter to Cosimo, accepting employment at the 
Academy, wrote that it was the hymn (prayer) that directed this timely correspondence: 
You [Cosimo], meanwhile, through a heavenly encitement seemed to 
have heard a certain divine breath at the very time that I was singing 
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Instrument of the Improvvisatore: Lira da braccio 
 
 
The improvvisatore practice on the lira da braccio in the late quattrocento is 
discussed by Benvenuto Disertori in “Pratica e tecnica della lira da braccio.”
37
 Disertori 
connected lira da braccio practice to frottole by setting an “Aer de capituli,” “Oda,” and 
“Sonnetto” all from Petrucci’s Libro quatro: Strambotti, ode, frottole, sonnetti, et modo 
de cantar versi latini e capituli (1507). 
Benvenuto Disertori described the physical qualities of the lira: the bordone, two 
strings tuned at the desired octave bordered the tastiera (fingerboard) and was connected 
to the manico (neck). Disertori categorized the lira, in substance, as a subspecies of the 
viola da braccio. The octave at the bordone along with the five strings on the tastiera 
were played with a bow.  
Gut strings determined the timbre of the original harmonies. In those days the 
correct tension was gauged by spinning (filato) the intestine; strings had not yet become 
metallic. The soft timbre of the gut strings was suitable for vocal accompaniment. It is 
obvious after all that the timbre of the lira carried immutable relationships between 
strings that determined the mode. Tuning centered on the fundamental octave, bordone. 
The temperaments of the bass octaves were fundamental to all the voices. 
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The voice (poetry) in Disertori’s setting of De Lurano’s “Aer de capituli” is 
supported by the melody in the uppermost part. This aer provides a skeleton structure 
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that allows any capitola text to be interchanged and improvised upon musically. The 
repitition of three line stanzas serviced narrative capitoli, no matter how long one might 
be. The last stanza of the poem, with its fourth line (coda) concludes the “Aer de 
capituli.” Disertori marked the last strain of music as La fin. This transcription also 
indicates the role of the bordoni and its inclusion at the strongest cadential points.  
Disertori acknowledged that erudite musicians used the viola da gamba to play 
ricercars and fantasies; more often with bass, tenor, and alto set apart at a distance—
usually the fourth and fifth from the bass.      
 
 
Figure 6: Frontispiece of Florence manuscript 229, “Puzzle Canon.”
40
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Franco-Flemish and Italian Poetry for Music: 
Similarities and Differences 
 
 
Quattrocento Italian poetry composed for music, poesia per musica, has typically 
been dubbed ‘vulgar’ or ‘profane’ given that it served a secular function, was usually 
written in native Italian (lingua volgare) not classical Latin,
41
 and mannered 
unconventional literary
42
 value because of its utilitarian or transformative/improvisatory 
nature. In Petrucci’s frottole books poesia per musica is frequently under-laid below 
formulaic chord progressions. 
Poetry, like that written for frottole, presumably supplied strophic, rhythmic 
structures that afforded room for instrumental and vocal improvisation. The skeletal 
nature of chord structures in the frottola repertory differed from the written out, res facta 
(see Tinctoris p. 21 below), counterpoint of northern polyphony. Howard Mayer Brown 
(1930-1993) pointed out that: 
The syllabic, declamatory style as well as the chordal orientation of the 
texture . . . in the entire frottola repertory sharply distinguish Italian 
fifteenth-century improvised music from the highly melismatic and 
contrapuntal inventions of the Franco-Netherlanders.
43
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In spite of the contrapuntal and chordal differences between Franco-Flemish and 
Italian song, some Italian frottole appear in printed editions of French chansonniers, of 
which numerous manuscripts were copied and widely disseminated in Italy. Among the 
Franco-Flemish musicians who worked in Florence, Heinrich Isaac (1450-1517) and 
Josquin des Prez (1450-1521) were the most distinguished. Isaac arrived in Florence in 
the early 1480s, worked for Lorenzo de’ Medici, and was credited with having composed 
the first polyphonic setting of a carnival text by Lorenzo, canto dei bericuocolai, that was 
sung in Florence.
44
 Josquin also set music to frottola (see “El grillo” below). 
The Franco-Flemish and Burgundian chanson, lyric poetry or musical settings of 
such poetry, existed alongside Italian frottole; Franco-Flemish poetic songs tended to be 
contrapuntal, while the Italian improvvisatore tradition of setting native poetry was more 
homophonic. However, renowned northern polyphonists began setting poetry in the 
frottola style, including such works by the greatest northern polyphonists of the age, 
Heinrich Isaac and Josquin des Prez. Josquin was given the Italianate sobriquet 
“Dascanio.” He set “El grillo e bon cantore” in Petrucci’s Frottole libro tertio. 
El grillo P buon cantore How charmingly the cricket sings! 
che tiene longo verso. His concert can be long 
Dalle beve grillo cant  He likes a drinking song 
El grillo P buon cantore. How charmingly the cricket sings 
 
Ma non fa come gli altri uccelli, He is not like other birds 
Come li han cantato un poco, Who sing a little bit 
Vn’ de fatto in altro loco, And then get bored and quit, 
Sempre el grillo sta pur saldo.  The cricket stays right on his spot. 
 
Quando la maggior el caldo And even when the day is hot 
Alhor canta sol per amore. His voice, for love alone, still rings 
El grillo P buon cantore. How charmingly the cricket sings! 
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Franco-Flemish born theorist and composer Johannes Tinctoris (c. 1435-1511) 
wrote Liber de arte contrapuncti in Naples, Italy in 1477. In Chapter XX of his treatise, 
Tinctoris praised the art of good counterpoint, an extension of his predominate laus 
musicae
45
 theme. He divided counterpoint into written out (res facta) and improvised 
(absolute), sung super librum.
46
 Tinctoris’ distinction demarcates the difference between 
northern contrapuntal polyphony and the Italian frottola repertory. The Franco-
Netherlanders largely practiced res fecta counterpoint while the Italian frottolists 
practiced absolute counterpoint—sung super librum (outside or beyond the written 
tradition). 
Music forms for the improvvisatore tradition derived structural units from songs 
that existed throughout Europe, namely double-versification.
47
 The Italians used double 
versification to improvise strophic poetry. They took extant written out forms and turned 
them into improvisation forms. 
The French virelais, a chanson in fixed form, and the Italian ballata represent 
formal similarity between French and Italian song during the fourteenth century. Both 
song types articulate similar formal structures, ABB’(a)A, and execute double-versicles 
or piedi. Double-versification in the frottola repertory of the fifteenth century acted as a 
guide for improvisation; it was a mnemonic device that stemmed from generations of 
exposure. 
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In earlier medieval times, the sequence provided models for adding contrafacta 
(divergent text) to repeated strains (double versifications) of music. Notker Balbulus 
(840-912 C.E.), the monk of St. Gall, used the sequence for mnemonic reasons—to recall 
melismas by adding designated syllables to recurrent melodies. Moreover, approximately 
one hundred extant examples of chansons de geste (twelfth century epic poetry from 
northern France) were divided into laisses, each containing reiterated melodic formulae. 
The organum of the Notre Dame School evolved from Pérotin’s (c.1200) paraphrasing of 
Léonin’s (c.1163-90) organum. Pérotin’s substitute clausulae transformed liturgical 
plainchant into measured discant (structured) polyphony. As a poet-musician, Léonin’s 
clausulae illustrated sections of prose or music falling between two marks of 
punctuation—a clause period or phrase. By repeating melismas of a plainchant, Pérotin 
transformed organum into a larger well-ordered structure. 
In summary, strophic text set in the quattrocento Italian frottola genre were 
paraphrased by repeated analogous chord structures that serviced poetic phrasing; 
‘realization’ of melodic passagi was left up to the performer’s memory. This mnemonic 
aspect, double versification of analogous skeletal chord structures, serviced the 





Florentine Improvvisatore, Ficino’s Circle 
 
 
In Florence, Marsilio Ficino’s direction at the Platonic Academy had a direct 
impact on regional poet-improvisers, especially Angelo Poliziano (1454-1494) the 
renowned poet who wrote La festa d’Orfeo in 1472 in two days when he was just 
eighteen. In addition to his work as a playwright and poet, Poliziano’s humanist impulses 
encouraged philosophical writings. In Panepistemon (all knowledge/ideas), Poliziano 
divided the sciences studied in Aristotle’s works into three areas: inspired (theology), 
invented (philosophy), and mixed (divination). Philosophy was subdivided into 
contemplative (spectativa), practical (actualis), and rational (rationalis). He classed 
music with the mathematical sciences of arithmetic, geometry, and spherics. Grouped 
under practical were the disciplines of architecture, theatre, and ethics. Poetics, along 
with history, joined Boethius’ (480-524 C.E.) medieval trivium (grammar, rhetoric, and 
dialectic) all under ‘rational’ arts—those that respectively “judge (grammar), narrate 
(history), demonstrate (dialectic), persuade (rhetoric), and delight (poetry).”
48
 
Poliziano worked within with the Florentine music community and enlightened 
them in his area of expertise, poetry. His professional associations with trained 
improvvisatori, Baccio Ugolini and Antonio (della Viola) di Guido,
49
 helped shape the 
latest Florentine trends in vocal performance practice. Poliziano educated Lorenzo de’ 
Medici’s children and was particularly impressed by Piero’s erudite versification skills. 
Poliziano wrote in a letter dated June 5, 1490 that he “heard our Piero sing impromptu, 
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when he came to assail me at home with all of these improvisers,” and that he was 
pleased with “his jokes and retorts which he delivered with ease and good diction.”
50
 
Many renowned musicians used Poliziano’s verses. The northerner, Heinrich 
Isaac set music for the texts of Poliziano’s threnody on Lorenzo’s death “Quis dabit capiti 
meo aquam,” and “Ben venga Maggio.” 
 
 




This homophonic texture set by Isaac shows the influence of the Italian frotolla 
style. It also illustrates the northern fauxbourdon style of composing with parallel thirds 
as exemplified in measures three and seven. 
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Poliziano provided cosmic opening stage directions for the production of Le festa 
d’Orfeo, Mercury: annuziatore della feste. His Orfeo, the first secular pastoral drama in 
Italy, was composed under inauspicious working conditions. In a letter drafted to Messer 
Carlo Canale, Poliziano wrote:  
Thus I also desired that the fable of Orpheus, which I had composed at 
the request of our most reverend Mantuan cardinal [Francesco 
Gonzaga] in two days in the midst of continuous disturbances and in 
vulgar style so that it might be better understood by the spectators, 
should immediately, not unlike Orpheus, be torn piecemeal, knowing 
that this little daughter of mine was of the kind to bring her father 





Orpheus’ character, played by Baccio Ugolini, was set in ottava rima; a strambotto meant 
to be sung to the lira. Pirrotta remarked that, “however many verses Baccio Ugolini may 
have sung as Orpheus, what really matters is that they are octaves, which puts the 
strambotto on a par with the Latin verses as the representatives of the noblest form of 
sung poetry.”
53
 Orpheus’ entrance begins with four octaves:  
Dunque piangiamo, o sconsolata lira, (a) Now let us weep. O lyre disconsolate, 
Ché più non si convien l’usato canto. (b) For our wonted song is seemingly now no longer.  
Piangiam, mentre che ’l ciel ne’ poli agira, (a) Let us weep as long as heaven turns upon its poles. 
E Filomela ceda al nostro pianto. (b) Let Philomel yield to our complaint. 
O cielo, o terra, o mare! O sorte dira! (a) O Heaven, O Earth, O Sea, O bitter Fate 
Come potrò soffrir mai dolor tanto? (b) How can I e’eer endure a grief so great? 
Euridice mia bella, o vita mia, (c) My fair Euridice, my life, 
Sanza te non conviem che ’n vita stia. (c) Without thee it behoves me to tarry no longer on earth.  
 
Andar convienmi alle tartaree porte I propose to go to the gates of Tartarus; 
E provar se là giù merzé empetra. To try if even there entreaty may win pity.  
Forse che svolgeren la dura sorte Perchance my tearful song may change my bitter fate. 
Co’ lacrimosi versi, o dolce cetra; O dear my lyre,  
Forse ne diverrà pietosa Morte, Maybe Death by thee may be made pitiful. 
Ché già cantando abbiam mosso una pietra, For ere this we have moved stones by our song. 
La cervia e ’l tigre insieme avemo accolti We have made the deer and the tiger herd together; 
E tirate le selve, e’ fiumi svolti. The forests follow us, the rivers reverse in their channels. 
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Pietà! Pietà! Del misero amatore Pity, pity a poor lover. 
Pietà vi prendra, o spiriti infernali. Pity ye infernal Spirits. 
Qua giù m’ ha scorto solamente Amore, Love alone has brought me here below. 
Volato son qua giù colle sue ali. Tither have I flown on his wings. 
Posa, Cerbero, pos ail tuo furore, O Cerberus, lay aside thine anger, 
Ché quando intenderai tutti e mie mali, For when thou shalt hear all these my woes, 
Non solamente tu piangerai meco, Not thou alone but all the others 
Ma qualunque è qua giù nel mondo cieco. Here in this blind world shall weep with me. 
 
Non bisogna per me, Furie, mugghiare, Ye furies, ye need not shriek at me 
Non bisogna arricciar tanti serpenti: Nor curl your serpent locks, 
Se voi sapessi le mie doglie amare, For if ye knew my bitter sorrow,  
Faresti compagnia a’ mie lamenti. Ye would be comrades in my lamentations. 
Lasciate questo miserel passare Let pass this woeful man, 
C’ha ’l ciel nimico e tutti gli elementi, hated of heaven and all the elements, 
Che vien per impetrar merzé da Morte: Who comes to win a boon from death 
Dunque gli aprite le ferrate porte. Therefore open for me the iron gates. 
 




Pirrotta alluded that, “Poliziano portray [ed] a bucoloic society conscious of many 
pleasures, not least that of sung poetry, but he never suggests that this state of affairs 
[was] a result of Orpheus’ educating influence.”
55
 The poetry of Poliziano’s Orfeo, set in 
strambotto verse form, expressed the power of poetic song to mutate nature and bend 
natural forces to the will of the singer. 
Baccio (di Luca) Ugolini, the improvvisatore who played the protagonist role of 
Orpheus in Poliziano’s La feste d’Orfeo circa 1480 in Mantua, executed diplomatic duties 
for Lorenzo the Magnificent. As a delegate, he transcribed and collected manuscripts for 
marchese Ludovico Gonzaga, and accompanied Poliziano on philosophical trips to 
Verona. Ugolini, apt in arbitrating political and courtly affairs with his music, was at first 
in the service of cardinal Francesco Gonzaga. Employed by the state, Ugolini then served 
temporary political posts in the embassies at Bruggia, Basilea, Mantua, Rome, and more 
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often stayed at length in Naples on commission by Lorenzo.
56
 In Florence, Ugolini sang 
in the company of Lorenzo de Medici, Marsilio Ficino, Domenico Benivieni, Antonio 
Naldi, and Poliziano.
57
 Pirrotta noted that Ugolini “was universally well-liked, and in 
great demand everywhere because of his jovial nature and skill in singing to the lyre.”
58
 
Antonio di Guido (born c.1420s-1486) was Lorenzo de Medici’s favorite 
cantimpanca, the panca being the platform (bench) from which cantimpanchi sang.
59
 
Antonio’s sobriquet, famoso canta in panca, showed up in documents during the second 
half of the fifteenth century. At that time in Florence, canta in panca performers were 
rare. Maestro Antonio performed ad lyram on Sundays at the piazza in front of the church 
at San Martino.  
Bianca Becherini’s biography of Antonio di Guido, “Un canta in panca Fiorintino 
Antonio di Guido,”
60
 describes the social function of the improvvisatore and the 
cantore
61
 tradition in Italy. Poets and musicians abandoned themselves to the inspiration 
of improvisation. They created (at the same time) words and melodies based on their 
choice of themes and level of difficulty. Simple slow melodies, very close in nature to the 
Gregorian chant and very monotonous, dominated the music on the way to cadential 
points. However, in Florence they found favor in the simple slow melodies of the 
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 and in the May songs of the countryside. Throughout future 
centuries, it propagated throughout the land and lasted with all its improvised 
manifestations one could say, until our day. 
The diverse public in the quattrocento crowded the benches of San Martino, an 
audience that was mixed (laymen and educated). The laymen, who were salacious, 
enjoyed themselves and probably heckled. They interacted with the performance and 
gave themselves into the theatrical gesturing. The educated on the other hand were often 
more judgmental. Even the arguments of the narrations were varied in response to each 
cantore; they would expand upon themes that they preferred: that is biblical stories, 
stories about illustrious characters, stories of love, Gospels, the founding of cities, 
geographical news, children’s education, and songs to put women in their place . . . 
stories about priests, doctors, and lawyers. All this was useful to the performers. They 
added to their narrations very serious mortal judgments soliciting admiration from the 
audience. Their poetic expounding was rooted in the social fabric and history of 
Florentine society. 
Even contemporary events provided material for the songs, acting as chronicles 
and gazettes, similar to the ones sung by canterini from Perugia and by the rimatore of 
Genoa and Siena. Cantori acted as messengers for contemporary events. The person 
reciting these verses didn’t always understand the rhymes; sometimes they would turn to 
young educated cantore for information (interpretation of political argument at San 
Martino). In general, the audience appreciated real and apparent improvisation, the ease 
to which the cantore would sum up verse upon verse without showing tiredness or 
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mistakes. The public would usually take an active part in acknowledging the best 
cantore; they also wanted the best performance. They tried to heckle the performers to 
bring them down. The audience demanded regular performances. 
 Among the Florentinte cantori, Antonio di Guido, a strange, clever character, was 
one of the most well known. For example, he would characterize a rascal dressed like a 
person suited to speak about the chronicles of that time. Expert singing and playing of 
instruments would accompany his characterizations. Antonio was referred to as maestro, 
even though he was not considered a ‘learned’ musician. At San Martino he began 
singing in 1437, and by the middle of the century he had acquired a renowned reputation. 
He was a patron of the Medici as recorded in numerous codici and in the diary of Luca 
Landucci. Guido was a dear friend to Poliziano who praised him in his twenty-third 
epigram. He had relationships with the best geniuses who lived in Florence at that time. 
As a poet, besides performing songs, he also wrote laude, this according to his 
biographer, Flamini. These praises were significant for candor and effect, comparable in 
certain expressions to the same productions of Feo Balcari (1410-1484) who wrote many 
rappresentazione sacra. 
As far as musicology goes (given the common similarities), it was easy to mistake 
Antonio di Guido, the canta in panca with Antonio Squarcialupi who was also often 
called maestro Antonio, or Antonio degli Organi.  Both maestros were called maestro 
Antonio. 
Maestro Antonio, recorded by Malta, is in fact Antonio di Guido who G. M. 
Sforza met in Florence while traveling with Pope Pius II en route to the diet of Mantua. 
He was received by the Medici at the hills in Carregi. Sforza said, “I heard sing with the 
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lira, maestro Antonio, whom I believe, if you have not met him, Your Excellency must 
have heard him mentioned as a first rate musician. He narrated with such dignity and 
style that even the best of orators could not compare. Everyone marveled at his 
improvisations, even the most educated. Neither Dante nor Lucano could narrate more 
beautifully. To be able to mix so much ancient history, myth, the many names of old 
Romans, poets, and the names of all of the muses, was a great undertaking, a great 
repertory for the canta in panca (cantore) and later cantastorie: Questo e il repertorio 
bello e buono di un canta in panca!...piu tardi cantastorie!”
63
 
The Florentine poet Luigi Pulci (1432-1484) is best known for his narrative poem 
Morgante Maggiore, a lengthy, chivalric epic-romance laced with satire. Its full twenty-
eight cantare (narrative chapters in ottava rima) were published in 1483 in Florence. 
Henry Stebbing alluded to the opinion that the poem was “a mere satire on knight-
errantry.”
64
 It falls under the category of Tuscan jocose, sometimes grave, sometimes 
humorous, and followed the popular tradition of setting chivalric epics, cantari populari, 
in ottava rima. However, Pulci’s errant knight, Orlando, predates Ludovico Ariosto’s 
Orlando furioso (1532) and Boiardo’s Orlando inamorato (c. 1485). Stebbing noted, “It 
was the first, and consequently, the source of those poems, and it was by far the best of 
all those of the same class which appeared in that age.”
65
 
Ottava rima emerged in trecento Tuscany as the preferred meter for cantari 
narratives in verse. Cantare (from the verb to sing) describes individual poems as well as 
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 in ottava rima, or octaves. Originally, popular legends, such as 
La Spagna, Rinaldo da Montalbano, and cantare Orlando influenced Pulci and his 
satirical quattrocento ‘battle-book,’ Morgante.
67
 
The Italian tradition of setting chivalric epics, which characterized Orlando, 
developed from French chansons de geste, many of which were based on the medieval 
heroic exploits of Charlemagne, Charles I (742-814 C.E.), and his knights. Orlando is the 
Italian name for the Frankish Roland. The practice of setting epic poetry of this sort was 
still alive in the improvvisatore. The French genre began with the Chanson de Roland 
(Song of Roland) a poem from the late eleventh century that comprised four thousand and 
two lines and nearly 300 laisses. The “Song of Roland” was inspired by the historical 
defeat of the French army near Roncesvalles in the Pyrenees on August 15, 778. In 
France, the canterini tradition evolved from minstrels who entertained their audiences 
with epic Carolingian poetry set to musical accompaniment. 
Prior to the publication of Morgante in 1483, Luigi Pulci carried on dubious 
relationships with Florentine literati, especially Marsilio Ficino. Pulci launched an 
invective toward Ficino in a sonnet, “Costor che fan sì gran disputatione” (CXLV) where 
he derided the Neo-Platonists’ learned discussions on immortality of the soul. The 
afterlife, Pulci said, is nothing but a baratro oscuro, a huge dark abyss. 
Pulci’s next sonnet denied all miracles of the bible; both sonnets generated 
scandal in Florence. Pulci continued his attack in three more sonnets where he described 
Ficino as: dio delle cicale (god of the cicades), viso d’allocio (fools face), and venerabil 
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gafo soriano (venerable Syrian owl). Pulci’s invective against Ficino occurred before his 
Confessione and Morgante Maggiore (1483), which both appear to reconcile his prior 




Luigi Pulci’s Morgante, Narrative Versification 
 
 
The magical and satirical ‘knight-errantry’ theme in Morgante anticipates the 
extremely popular Don Quixote (1615) by Miguel Cervantes published over one hundred 
years later. Morgante Maggiore’s verse form was that of the strambotto organized into 
twenty-eight narrative chapters (cantari). Henry Stebbing provided a translated snapshot, 
fourteen octaves, of the epic’s second cantare. It allegorizes Orlando’s encounter with the 
giant Morgante, their eventual adventurous comradeship, and confrontation with demons 
in an abbey located in the Pyrenees. In total, the twenty-eight cantari of Morgante 
Maggiore include three thousand seven hundred and sixty octaves, canti.
68
 The largest 
cantare, XXV, has three hundred and thirty two canti. 
 
 






Per lo deserto vanno alla ventura; Their lonely way they take, as chance may guide, 
L’ uno era a piede e l’altro era a cavallo: The one on foot, the other on his steed.  
Cavalcan per la selva e per pianura,  And now through woods, now o’er the champaigne wide, 
Sanza trovar ricetto a intervallo; Finding nor cheer nor shelter, on they speed. 
Cominciava a venir la notte oscura: But as the day in shadowy twilight died, 
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Morgante parea lieto sanza fallo, Morgante taking of the way good heed, 
E con Orlando ridendo dicia: Turning to brave Orlando laughing cried, 
E’ par ch’ io veggo appresso un osteria. That near at hand he a good inn espied. 
 
E’n questo raginando hanno veduto And as the went discoursing, full in sight 
Un bel palagio in mezzo del deserto: A beauteous place ’mid the desert rose; 
Orlando, poi ch’ a questo fu venuto, Which reaching, straight Orlando did alight, 
Dismonta, perchè l’ uscio vide aperto The open gate inviting to repose. 
Quivi non è chi risponda al saluto: But at that gate is seen no living wight,  
Vannone in sala per esser più certo; And to the hall the knight surmising goes—  
Le mense riccamente son parate, There as he enters richly spread appear 
E tutte le vivande accommodate. Tables that groan beneath exuberant cheer. 
 
Le camere eran tutte ornate e belle, With costly ornaments the rooms were graced; 
Istoriate con sottil lavoro; The walls with subtle art were sculptured o’er, 
E letti molto ricchi erano in quelle And numerous couches here and there were placed, 
Coperti tutti quanti a drappi d’ oro: Which sumptuous cloth of gold for draperies bore; 
I palchi erano azzuri pien di stele, Azure, with stars bestudded and enchased, 
Ornati sì, che valieno un tesoro: The ceiling had consumed of wealth a store,—  
Le parte eran di bronzo e qual d’argento, Of bronze, and some of silver, were the doors, 
E molto vario e lieto è il pavemento. And bright and various shone the polished floors. 
 
Dicea Morgante: non è quì persona Morgante said, ’tis passing strange to find 
A guarder questo sì ricco palagio? No soul to guard these halls so richly dight. 
Orlando: questa stanza mi par buona: I think, so pleasant are they to my mind, 
Noi ci staremo un giorno con grande’ agio. We might pass here one day with great delight. 
Orlando ne la mente sua ragiona: Orlando answered, not to danger blind, 
O qualche Sracin molto malvagio Perchance some Saracen, with wicked spite, 
Vorrà che qualche trappola ci siocchi, Has laid his traps here for unwary feet, 
Per pigliarci al boccon come I ranocchi. And waits to cut us up like sausage-meat. 
 
O veramente e’ c’ è soto altro inganno: Or let our chance in other guise befall, 
Questo non par che sia conveniente. What’er it be, I fear ’twill be but ill.    
Disse Morgante: questo è poco danno; Morgante said, to me ’tis matter small, 
E cominciava a ragionar col dente, And then to reason with his teeth he ’gan; 
Dicendo: a l’oste rimarrà il malanno; Saying the while, upon the owner fall 
Mangiam pur molto ben per al presente: The evil now, may I but eat my fill. 
Quel che ci resta farem poi fardello, That done, good master, be assured whene’er 
Ch’ io porterei, quand’ io rubo, un castello. I rob a castle, I its walls can clear. 
 
Rispose Orlando: questa medicine Orlando said, that thought may well present 
Forse potrebbe il palagio pugare. A means this palace now to purify. 
Hanno cercato infino a la cucina, Their steps then straight they to the kitchen bent, 
Nè cuoco nè vassallo usan trovare, But neither cook nor vassal meets their eye; 
Adunque ognuno a la mensa cammina, Then to the tables hastening back they went, 
Comincian le mascella adoperare; Each glad his hungry maw to satisfy; 
Ch’ un giorno già avien mangiato in sogno, As they had one day eaten in a dream—  
Tal che di vettovaglia era bisogno  Such did their ugent need of victuals seem. 
 
Quivi è vivande di molte ragioni, In happy order to invite the view, 
Pavoni e starne e leprette e fagiani, Peacocks, hares, partiridges, and pheasants stand, 
Cervi e conigli e di grassi capponi, Ven’son and rabbits, and fat capons too, 
E vino ed acqua per bere e per mani, And wine and water for the mouth and hand. 
Morgante badigliava a gran bocconi; Morgante to his paunch vast morsels drew, 
E furno al bere infermi, al mangier sani; A coward each for drink, for eating manned. 
E poi che sono stati a lor diletto, And when at length their grateful feast they close, 
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Si risposorno entro a un ricco letto. In soft rich beds they sink and seek repose. 
 
Com’ e’ fu l’alba ciascun si levava, When the first dawn of day their couch they leave, 
E credonsene andar come ermellini, And thinking to go forth like pilgrims meek, 
Nè per far conto l’oste si chiamava, They call no host his reckoning to receive, 
Che lo volean pagar di bagattine; Not one poor groat to pay him do they seek, 
Morgante in quà e in là per casa andava, But striving now the doorway to retrieve 
E non ritruova de l’uscio I confini: Morgante vainly goes, till hope grown week, 
Diceva Orlando; Saremo noi mezzi Orlando cries, our wine hath cost us dearly, 
Div in che l’uscio non si raccappezzi! If we are thus for aye to wander here. 
 
Questa è, s’ io non m’ ingnanno, è pur la sala This is, If I deceive me not, the hall; 
Ma le vivande e le mense sparite But tables, viands, all have disappeared. 
Veggo che son: quivi era pur la scala: et well these stairs my former thoughts recall! 
Quì son gente stanotte comparite, Sure others here to-night themselves have cheered, 
Che come noi aranno fatto gala: Else whither fled, how gone those viands all, 
Le cose ch’ avanzorno ove son ite? Which on the board so sumptuously were reared? 
E’ n questo error un gran pezzo soggiornano, Thus doubting long they stayed, but searched in vain—  
Dovunque e’ vanno, e in sù la sala tornano. Doubting they found them in the hall again. 
 
Non riconoscon uscio nè finestra; Nor door nor window any where they see.—  
Dicea Morgante: ove siam noi entrati? Morgante said: In truth here are we fast; 
Noi smaltiremo, Orlando, la minestra, We shall have ample time, it seems to me, 
Che noi ci siam rinchiusi e’ nviluppati, The pottage to digest wherein we’re cast, 
Come f ail bruco sù per la ginestra. Like the poor gnats upon a bramble-tree. 
Rispose Orlando: Anzi ci siam murati. Returned Orlando: We’re ’mid walls that last! 
Disse Morgante: a volere il ver dirti, Morgante said: My true thoughts not to bar,  
Questa mi pare una stanza da spirit. I think we in a hall of spirits are.  
 
Questo palagio, Orlando, fia incantato This palace hath enchanted been, I deem, 
Come far si soleva anticamente: As ’twas in ancient days the frequent mood.— 
Orlando mille volte s’ è segnato, A thousand times, perplexed with the theme, 
E non poteva a sì ritrar la mente, Orlando crossed himself, and seemed to brood 
Fra sì dicendo: aremol noi sognato? With wandering mind, then murmured ‘ Sure we dream! 
Morgante de lo scotto non si pente, Morgante all at ease the business viewed, 
E disse: io so ch’al mangiare era desto, And said, I know I was awake when eating, 
Or non mi curo s’egli è sogno il resto. I care not much if all the rest be cheating. 
 
Basta che le vivande non sognai; Enough for me the meat was not a shade, 
E s’ elle fussin ben di Satanasso, My stomach well the savoury food did fill, 
Arrechimene pure innanzi assai. What’er it was, or though by evil made.— 
Tre giorni in questo error s’ andoro a spasso, Three days in error thus they wandered still, 
Sanza trovare ond’ egli uscissin mai; Nor exit found the labyrinth to evade; 
E’ l terzo giorno scesi giù da basso, But on the third, low down they went until 
’N una loggia arivorno per ventura, They came, by strange adventure, to a room 
Donde un suono esce d’una sepoltura. Whence rose a voice deep issuing from a tomb. 
 
E dice: cavlieri, errati siete: And thus it said: Warriors, your search is in vain! 
Voi non potreste di quì mai partire, Do as ye list, ye ne’er may hence depart, 
Se meco prima non v’azzufferete; Unless ye first on me strong hands have lain. 
Venite questa lapida a scoprire, Approach and view this stone, if in your heart 
Se non che quì in eterno vi starete. Ye have no wish for ever to remain 
Perchè Morgante coinciò a dire; Imprisoned thus, what’er your strength or art. 
Non senti tu, Orlando, in quella tomba Hearest thou not, Morgante whispered said, 
Quelle parole che colui rimbomba? What words are from that dark tomb uttered! 
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E come e’ fuor del palagio uscito But scarcely from the palace had they turned, 
Sentì drento a le mura un gran romore, When a great clamour’ mid the walls was heard 
Onde e’ si voles, e ’l palagio è sparito: And looking around their error they discerned, 
Allor conobe più certo l’errore: For all the palace now hath disappeared; 
Non si rivede nè mura nè il sito. Nor where it late had glittered could be learned. 
Dicea Morgante: e’ mi darebbe il cuore Morgante said: I’d wager now my beard, 
Che noi potremmo or ne l’inferno andare, that we might safely seed the realms of night, 
E far tutti I diavoli sbucare. And the whole host of demons put to flight. 
 




 It is interesting to note that near the end of the epic, in canto forty-four of cantare 
XXVIII, Pulci mentions his friend and contemporary improvvisatore Antonio di Guido 
and makes multiple references to lyre practice as the narrative concludes in canti 144-
152: 
Ed oltre a questo, e’ ne verrà il mio Antonio And then it will be read by my Antonio, 
Per cui la nostra cetra è gloriosa, Who makes our lyre gloriously sound 
Del dolce verso materno ausonio With our Ausonian sweet native verse 
(bench’ e’ si stia là in quella valle ombrosa, (though he who may bear witness to true light 
che fia del vero lume testimonio).  in Vallombrosa is now living still). 
Ognun so che riprende qyalche cosa; I know one always finds what to condemn, 
Ma io non so s’ e’ si son corvi o cigni But if detractors are dark fiends from hell 
I detrattori, o spiriti maligni. Or swans or ravens, this I cannot tell. 
 
Pertanto, io non aspetto il baldacchino, Meanwhile, I wait neither for canopies 
Non aspetto co’ pifferi l’ombrello, Nor for umbrellas with a whistle called; 
Non traggo fuori I nomi col verzino I do not wish to write names in red 
Com’io veggo talvolta ogni libello: Just as some authors in their booklets do. 
Quand’io sarò con quell mio Serafino I, when I see my Serafin again, 
Io gli trarrò fuor forse col cervello, Will maybe quote it all from memory, 
Perché questo Agnol vi porrà la mano, Already checked by Angiolino’s hand 
Nato per Gloria di Montepulciano. (Montepulciano is his lucky land). 
 
Questo è quell divo e quell famoso Alceo He is that famous and divine Alcaeus 
A cui sol si consente il plettro d’oro, to whom alone the golden plectrum goes. 
Che non invidia Anfione o Museo, He envies not Amphion or Musaeus, 
Ma stasis all’ombra d’un famoso alloro, but in a laurel tree’s most famous shade 
E i monti sforza come il tracio Orfeo, he sits and, like the Thracian Orpheus, 
E sempre intorno ha di Parnaso il coro, moves mountains, has Parnasuss’s choir around him, 
E l’acque ferma e I sassi muove e glebe, stops rivers, forces rocks, turns over glebes, 
Ed a sua posta puù richiuder Tebe. and could, if willing, give new walls to Thebes. 
 
Io seguirò la sua famoso lira, His celebrated lyre I will follow, 
Tanto dolce, soave, armonizzante, His sweet, harmonious, sonorous lyre 
Che come clamita a sé mi tira, That like a magnet draws all of my heart, 
Tanto che insieme troverren Pallante; Until together we shall Pallas find; 
Per che, sendo ambo messi in una pira, And if, together still, we’ll share one pyre, 
Segni farà del nostro amor costante, Its glow will tell our never-ending love, 
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D’una morte, un sepulcro, un epigramma, And our commingled flames will narrate both 
Per qualche effetto, l’una e l’altra fiamma.  One death, one sepulcher, one epitaph. 
 
Noi ce n’andrem per le famose rive Along Eurote’s still so famous banks 
D’Eürote e pe’ gioghi là di Cinto, We’ll roam and up the Cynthus’s lofty crags, 
Dove le muse aüsonie ed argive Where Grecian and Ausonian muses bring him 
Gli portan chi narciso e chi iacinto: Some fair narcissi, some bright hyacinths; 
Io sentirò cose alte e magne e dive There I will hear sublime, heavenly songs 
Che non sentì mai Pindo o Arachinto; Which Pindus never heard, nor Aracynthus; 
Io condurrò Pallante a Delfi e Delo, Pallas I’ll lead to Delphi and to Delos; 
Poi se n’andrà come Quirino in cielo. Then, like Quirinus, he will reach the sky. 
 
Questo sarà quell Pollïone in Roma, This man will be like Polio in Rome, 
Questo sarà quell magno Mecenate, And he will be Maecenas, the great one 
A cui sempre ogni musa è perizoma. Whom every muse for centuries will crown. 
Pertanto, spirit degni, or vi svegliate, So, noble spirits, all of you wake up, 
Perché fiorir farà nostro idïoma, For he will make this tongue of ours rebloom, 
Tanto fien le sue opre celebrate: So will the fame of all of his writings glow: 
Material avete innanzi agli occhi degna, A worthy subject is in front of you, 
Che per se stessa sé laudare insegna. Which by itself inspires praises new. 
 
Gaius Maecenas (70-80 B.C.E.) was the first emperor of Rome, Caesar Augustus. He was 
the patron saint of the Augustan poets.  
Veggo tutte le Grazie a una a una, Now all the Graces one by one I see, 
Veggo tutte le ninfe le più belle, And all the fairest nymphs I also view; 
Veggo che Palla con lor si rauna And I see Pallas now, right in their midst, 
A cantar le sue laude insieme quelle; Singing with them the praises of this man; 
E non può contra opporsi la Fortuna, And by no means can Fortune halt all this, 
Ché il sapuïente supera le stelle; For a great poet wins the brightest stars: 
E la grazia del Ciel gran segni mostra Even the grace of God gives many a sign 
Che questo è il vero onor della età nostra. He is the light that in our age will shine. 
 
Surge d’un fresco e prezïoso lauro Out of a fresh and precious laurel tree 
Certe piante gentil, certi rampolli, So many gentle boughs and twigs are sprung, 
Che mi par già sentir dall’Indo al Mauro From Indus down to Maurus I can hear 
Tante cetre, Mercurii e tanti Apolli, New harps, new Mercuries and new Apollos, 
Che certo e’ sarà presto il mondo d’auro, Rejuvenating soon that golden age 
Ch’era già presso agli ultima suoi crolli: Which was about to give its final gasp: 
Tornano I tempi felici che furno Whose blessed ancient days are back again, 
Quando e’ regnòe quell buon signor Saturno, When good old Saturn had his happy reign. 
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Benigni secul, che già lieti fêrsi: Oh, good and lovely centuries of yore! 
Tornate a modular le nostre lire, All of you therefore tune your lyres fast, 
Ché la mia fantasia non può tenersi, For this my fantasy cannot stand still, 
Come ruota che mossa ancor vuol ire. Just like a wheel that, stoped, wants more to turn. 
Chi negherebbe a Gallo già mai versi? Who would deny now Gallus writing verse? 
Pro re, paüca dixi al mio desire. Pro re, pauce dixi, compare to my great wish. 
Or sia qui fine al nostro ultimo canto And let this be the end of our poetic matter 
Con pace e gaudio e col saluto santo. With peace and joy and in the name of God, our Father. 
 




Pulci’s strambotto exemplifies strophic double versification used to express a 
lengthy narrative. Each poetic couplet within the narrative could have been serviced by 
the repetition of the same music. However, individual cantare could have modulated 
from one strambotto style to another. Additionally, the temperament of the lira may 
have been adjusted for different cantari (narrative chapters). At any rate, the vocal and 
instrumental improvisations would have serviced the narrative poetry; its interpretation 
left up to the performer and his relation to the text.  
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Ficino’s Divinus Furor: Improvisation Practice 
 
 
Allesandro Braccesi (1445-1503) owned the original Florence 229 manuscript, 
which contains, for the most part, northern polyphony or Franco-Flemish chanson.  
Additional, yet notable compositions in Florence 229 include Bartolomé Ramos de 
Pareja’s only extant composition, the “Puzzle Canon,” as well as settings of Italian 
poetry by the original owner, Braccesi, who wrote four canti carnascialeschi as poems 
for music. One of Braccessi’s canti carnasieschi was set to music in Florence 229.
72
 
Marsilio Ficino wrote that his performance on the lira to Bracessi’s verses proved to 
stimulate qualities that induced divinus furor. 
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Figure 12: Canto carnascialesco, Allesandro Bracessi.
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Bracessi’s court official duties in Florence under Medici leadership inspired several 
Italian poems on the subject of love, some patterned on Petrarchan models, during the 
1470s and 1480s.  He wrote canzoni, sestine, capitoli, roughly two hundred burlesque 
sonnets, Latin epigrams and epistles to luminaries of the Platonic Academy, and a poetic 




Marsilio Ficino praised Braccesi’s poetry for music and indicated in a letter that 
he improvised Allessandro’s verses on the lira. Ficino used Bracessi’s verses for his 
divinus furor lyrical improvisation practice. He introduced Braccesi as priest of the 
muses: 
Marsilius Ficinus Alexandro Braccio Musarum Sacerdoti S.D. 
Plato noster in dialogo, qui Ion inscribitur, carmina illa solum 
divina musica Musarumque furore infusa penitus existimat, quae cum 
musica humana cantatur et cantorem ipsum et audientes quodammodo 
concitant in furorem. 
Alexandri vero carmina heri ad Marsilium scripta esse talia, 
mox cithara mea plurimus audientibus comprobavit. Comprobavit 
etiam Paulo post Johannes Baptista Boninsegnius familiaris noster, vir 
apprime Latinis Graecisque litteris eruditus. Quamobrem non tam 
diligentiae tuae, quae tame nest maxima, quam Musarum aspirationi 
tuam hanc debes, Bracci, poesim. Ergo posthac mitte, precor, amice, 
mortals et, quandoquidem aspirante Deo canis, cane Deum. Quod 
quidem non Moses solum et David ceterique Hebreorum prophetae, 
verum etiam Zoroaster, Linus, Orpheus, Museus, Moscus, Empedocles, 
Parmenides, Heraclitus, Xenophanes manifeste nos religiosis 
carminibus suis admoneurunt. Admoneure insuper Pythagoras atque 
Plato, qui Homerum Hesiodumque, qod partim tanquam ingrati divina 
ad hominess, partim tanquam impi humana ad deos transtulerint, ex 
hominum coetu ad inferos expulerunt. Proinde si, quod absit, forte 
quasi Deo ingrates solos cantabis homies, ingrates ut plurimum 
mutosque cantabis; quotiens vero Deum canes, qod potius te spero 
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 Marsilius Ficinus sends greetings to Alexander Braccius, 
priest of the Muses 
 
 In the dialogue, which bears the title Ion, our Plato deems that 
only those songs are divine music which are deeply infused with the 
‘fury of the Muses.’ These, when they are sung in human music, in a 
way excite both the singer himself and those listening into ‘fury.’ 
But my lira soon proved yesterday to very many listeners that 
the songs of Alexander, which had been written yesterday to Marsilius, 
were just this sort of song. John Baptista Boninsegnius, our friend, also 
proved this a little later—he is a man very learned in Latin and Greek 
literature/letters. For this reason, Braccius, you owe this poetry not so 
much to your own diligence, great though it be, as to the inspiration of 
the Muses.  Therefore, straightway dismiss, my friend, I beg of you, 
mortals [mortal poets], and in so much as you sing with God’s 
inspiration, sing of God! 
 This is a thing which not only Moses and David clearly 
admonish us in their religious songs, but also the other prophets of the 
Jews, but also Zoroaster, Linus, Orpheus, Museus, Moscus, 
Empedocles, Parmenides, Heraclitus, and Xenophanes.  Moreover, 
Pythagoras and Plato admonish it. These men expelled Homer and 
Hesiod to the lower regions and away from human interaction partly 
because they ungraciously bestowed divine traits to humans and partly 
because they impiously bestowed human traits to the gods. 
So if, and may it never happen, perhaps like one who is 
ungrateful to God, you will sing only of humans, then you will sing of 
ungrateful and, for the most part, mute humans. But as often as you will 
sing of God, which I hope you will do instead, then just so often will 








Arnaldo Della Torre’s description of divine fury in Storia dell’ academia 
platonica di firenze elaborates on the inspiration for Ficino’s practice. Arnaldo’s account 
describes the Platonic sources for Ficino’s improvisations. 
In the enumeration that we will follow as the ordering criteria, the same given to 
us by Ficino in the introduction of Plato’s version [Commentary on Ion], has already 
been cited. Our philosopher, Ficino, is identified by Plato’s system in the Platonic 
Academy and the gardens that surrounded it. In any case, between the flowers of these 
gardens, the poets would have heard Apollo singing, and leaving this metaphor, certain 
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that in this Platonic system the poetry had an extremely important role. Moreover, poetry 
functioned under the state [Medici], and as poetry fell under the control of philosophy, it 
had to obey the norms and determine the subjects and the genres. Moreover, the poet 
must read his components to the philosopher before deciding to publish them. Naturally, 
Ficino felt the same way about this. Poetry looks for its origin and determines the goal. 
Ficino and Plato’s poetry does not derive from art but rather from a certain divinus furor. 
The soul coming down to earth lived in god’s chest. Contemplating the sum of harmony 
and beauty, when later this enters in the human body one only has to be externally 
stimulated to be reminded of the idea of knowledge, music, and beauty. Music from 
celestial spheres arrives in the middle of ears all the way to the soul reawakening the 
memory and the desire for divine harmony that had been anciently enjoyed in the chest of 
god.  Although, the desire for divine harmony cannot correspond to a complete 
satisfaction, because the soul, limited by its bodily trap (see Cratylus, Orphic poets, pp. 
52-53 below) cannot fly back to its celestial home. So man must learn to imitate that 
harmony from which he receives a far away echo in the only way he knows how. It is 
from here that part of music originates; that more exactly is the imitation of the 
concentration of the spheres instead of the imitation of the harmony that is already 
contemplated by god. But this imitation does not reach the man no matter how much it 
tries without divinus furor, that inspiration from god’s part that is naturally independent 
from any human will. And then this divinus furor intervenes as the principle element in 
the poetic conception.
77
 Ficino argued three principles (by referencing Plato’s Phaedrus 
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and Ion) in a letter to Antonio Pelotti and Baccio Ugolini dated March 4, 1474 that poetic 
frenzy was from God, Poeticus furor a Deo est: 
Firstly, without God, one man can scarcely master a single art, even 
after a long time; but the true poets, such as he [Plato] holds Orpheus, 
Homer, Hesiod and Pindar to have been, included in their poems signs 
and evidence of every kind of art. Secondly, those who are in frenzy 
utter many wonderful things, which a little later, when their frenzy has 
abated, they themselves do not really understand, as if they had not 
spoken them, but God had sounded through them, as though through 
trumpets. Thirdly, neither prudent men nor those learned from their 
youth have proved to be the best poets. Indeed some were out of their 
minds, as Homer and Lucretius were known to have been, or 
unlettered, as Hesiod testifies of himself and as Plato describes Ion and 
Tynnicus of Calchis. Passing beyond the limitations of skill, these men 
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In a letter, Bishop Campano described Ficino’s lira improvisations as “if a curly-
headed Apollo took up the lyre of Marsilio and fell victim to his own song. Frenzy arises. 
His eyes catch fire . . . and he discovers music which he never learnt.”
79
 
Ficino wrote about music in his commentaries, translations, letters, treatises, and 
books. The Supplementum Ficinianum
80
 manuscript, an aggregate collection of 
correspondences, speeches, epitaphs,
81
 and treatises, turned up in the library of Giovanni 
Pico della Mirandola.
82
 This source includes De rationibus musicae (the principles of 
music) a letter Ficino drafted to Domenico Benivieni—greeted as illustrious philosopher 
and master musician. In this correspondence, Ficino discussed the proportions of musical 
intervals and analyzed their possible origin. 
The ratio of 2:1 produced the diapason, the perfect consonance of the octave, the 
consonance which poets entitle Calliope.
83
 Calliope presides over eloquence and poetry 
and has traditionally been celebrated as the mother of Orpheus by Apollo. In his 
commentary on Plato’s Ion (principle Platonic dialogue on divinus furor), Ficino called 
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Calliope the harmony of the eight spheres sounding together. In De rationibus musicae, 
Ficino called it the principle ratio because all other intervals originate from and gravitate 
toward/within it. The diapason functioned for Ficino as a unifying hypostasis (oneneness) 
from which all other diatonic intervals hierarchically followed in importance. Ficino’s 
description of the octave relates to the structure of the lira. The octave bordone 
determined the temperament of the lira and those intervals that followed. 
The second ratio was considered to be that of one and a half to one: 1, 1/2 : 1. 
“This produces the diapente, the almost perfect harmony of the fifth note, five being the 
number to which the lyric poets ascribes the nectar of Venus.”
84
 The third ratio Ficino 
expressed as one and one-fourth to one: 1, 1/4 : 1. “From this is born the gentle harmony 
of the third note, recalling Cupid and Adonis.” The fourth ratio is that of one and a third 
to one: 1, 1/3: 1, “by means of which the fourth note now reverberates, as if midway 
between a consonant sound and a dissonant, blending something of Mars with something 




Advancing step by step on this principle, the notes proceed from the low one, 
which Orpheus calls hypate, up to the high one which he calls neate, by the way of 
intermediate ones, which he calls dorians. “It is this music that orators, poets, painters, 
sculptors and architects seek to imitate in their work.”
86
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Ficino, a string player, described harmonies: “Thus the sixth note seems to return 
to the third and accords very well with its yielding gentleness, for six is three doubled.”
87
 
“In particular, the third, the fifth, and the eight, which are more pleasing than the rest, 
remind us of the three Graces. Next, the seventh note unhappily returns, or rather slips 
back, to the second and follows its dissonance.”
88
 
Ficino concluded De rationibus musicae by outlining the astrological causes of 
harmony. He related the Pythagorean concords to the zodiac and the planetary dignities 
of their constellations. 
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Byzantine Influence: Philosophical Underpinnings 
 
 
The Renaissance ‘dignity of man’ concept antedates the workings of Ficino’s 
Platonic Academy and Giovanni Pico’s (1463-1494) association. It emanated from the 
Scholastic tradition and became defined in monastic circles in the humanistic writing of 
Bartolommeo Facio (1400-57) and in Giovanni Manetti’s (1396-1459) De dignitate et 
exellentia hominis (1452). 
The Turks sacked Constantinople on May 29, 1453 and Byzantine scholars 
transmigrated to northern Italy. They transmitted Greek Orthodox traditions in 
philosophy and theology (anthropomorphism and planetary gods) to the Western Roman 
Empire. Arthur Field recognized “Byzantium as the medieval locus of the Platonic 
spirit.”
90
 Many Byzantine scholars worked in Florence with the Medici and were patrons 
and educators in Ficino’s Platonic Academy. 
John Argyropoulos (1410-1487), born in Constantinople, took a lectureship at the 
Florentine University in 1455 and taught Greek language, literature and natural 
philosophy. He geared his instruction towards merging the natural philosophies 
(metaphysics) of Plato and Aristotle. Many of his notable students, Lorenzo de’ Medici, 
Angelo Poliziano, and Alamanno Rinuccini, patronized Ficino and had a hand in the 
founding of his Platonic Academy. Argyropoulos’ instruction had a impact on the 
operations of Ficino’s academy founded in 1463 with the help of Cosimo de’ Medici. 
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Prior to Argyropoulos, George Gemistos Plethon (d. 1452), a Byzantine scholar, 
composed On the differences between the Platonic and Aristotelian Philosophies in 1439 
while attending the Council of Florence. The Council of Ferrara was moved to Florence 
in 1439. Plethon’s defense of Plato against the criticisms of Aristotelians planted the seed 
for debate in quattrocento Florentine scholarly culture, especially between Greeks and 
Latins. Ficino noted in the dedicatory letter to his translation of Plotinus that, “these 
conversations [dialogue concerning the philosophies of Plato and Aristotle] had been the 




Ficino and Picos’ humanistic commentaries both contain the conceptual 
framework introduced by earlier humanists. However, they transformed established 
humanistic concepts into a well-ordered metaphysical system of the universe. They 
defined man’s dignity in terms of his metaphysical position: a microcosm of the divine 
cosmos. The Neo-Platonic humanists supported rational argument as a part of a system of 
speculative thought and merged religion with philosophic form.  In doing so, they 
facilitated a syncretic natural philosophy based on sympathetic affinity, which in turn 
encouraged the general ‘out-branching’ of the Philosophical Renaissance. 
 Giovanni Pico composed his Oration on the ‘dignity of man’ as an introductory 
speech for the disputation of his published (1486) 900 theses. Pope Innocent VIII 
suspended the scheduled disputation in January 1487 when Pico was twenty-three. Some 
of the theses were later condemned as heretical. The 900 theses, Conclusiones, are a 
motley collection that appeal largely to the eclecticism of the Neo-Platonic humanists 
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who reconciled philosophy with religion, mystery and the occult. Like Ficino, Pico 
subscribed to the ideals of the Platonic Academy, but promoted a larger, more advanced 
universalistic doctrine, pax philosophica.
92
 Pico’s syncretistic position aimed not only to 
merge the philosophies of Plato and Aristotle, but also sought to assimilate diverse 
religious beliefs. 
 Pico’s Oration, designed to preface the written Conclusiones, introduced the core 
of his philosophy—man’s soul essentially in charge of his relationship to the divine. The 
Oration’s pithy message has carried a curious impetus. It placed human nature at the 
center of the universe and consequently rendered imago, a palpable lodestone for scholars 
of the early Italian Renaissance. Pico concluded the Oration’s third division with a 
straight-edged polemic concerning humans and their place in nature: 
Thou, constrained by no limits, in accordance with thine own free will, 
in whose hand We have placed thee, shalt ordain for thyself the limits 
of thy nature. We have set thee at the world’s center that thou mayest 
from thence more easily observe whatever is in the world. We have 
made thee neither of heaven nor of earth, neither mortal or immortal, so 
that with freedom of choice and with honor, as though the maker and 
molder of thyself, though mayest fashion thyself in whatever shape 
thou shalt prefer. Thou shalt have the power to degenerate into the 
lower forms of life, which are brutish. Thou shalt have the power, out 





Pico’s know-thyself maxim puts man in charge of his rational discourse: the intellectual 
contemplation of things divine. Pico cited Zoroaster’s precedence, “he who knows 
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himself in himself knows all things,”
94
 and alluded to Zoroaster’s saying that the soul is 
winged and that, when the wings drop off, she falls headlong into the body. 
 Eclectic overtones generated by Pico in the Oration respect the hierarchal choir 
of angels outlined in pseudo Dionysius’ Celestial Hierarchies (6
th 
Cent. A.D.), and the 
influential plurality of Neo-Platonic hypostases or, discordia concors: the idea that 
discordant figures uplift the mind more than the harmonious.
95
  
The treatment of unlike images, according to Dionysius, correlates the desire to 
contemplate higher intellectual beings. It promotes transcendence from a desire-less dead 
world to divine love of the archetypal Immaterial, above reason and mind, which 
essentially culminates in super-mundane ascension from base materials into the 
Providential Stream of Celestial Intelligences.
96
 Pico recommended willed emulation of 
the court nearest Dionysius’ Godhead: Seraphim, Cherubim, and the Thrones—the first 
of three triads (celestial choirs) brought forth by Dionysius. 
 Pico distinguished two forms of magic in the Oration, “one which depends 
entirely on the work and authority of demons”, and “the other . . . utter perfection of 
natural philosophy.”
97
 The former, Pico called vain and empty, the later, sure, 
trustworthy, and sound. Pico’s distinction gels with Ficino’s preferred astrological 
natural-magic practice, synchronous panegyric improvisation ad lyram. Natural 
philosophy, Pico voiced, stemmed from the Greeks: Pythagoras and Plato. The Florentine 
Neo-Platonists valued the formative activity of pre-existing ideas (the principle that mind 
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 Pico’s Oration, trans. Elizabeth Livermore Forbes, 246-247. 
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precedes matter), the Platonic nous. They regarded formative ideas as divine reality and 
used logical form to explain modes of conception, necessity and inference. 
The dialecticians in Plato’s Cratylus argue that soul, or highest intellect of 
mind—nous, governs the principle of beauty. It moves in harmony with nature and 
interacts with all things. The first philological principles of mind govern language and 
meaning—the knowledge of names. Following a discussion on the ontology of ‘things’ 
and the process of naming, Socrates rhetorically answers Hermogenes: “Then a name is 
an instrument of teaching and of distinguishing natures, as the shuttle is of distinguishing 
the threads of the web.”
98
 
Socrates constructed a formal logical deduction to Hermogenes in order to equate 
mind and soul as “the ordering and containing principle of all things.”
99
 He argued that if 
the soul, when in the body, is a necessary source of life, then mind (soul) is the power 
that carries and holds nature. Because the body perishes and dies without soul, superiority 
of mind (soul) prevails. The body on the other hand, as confirmed by Socrates, is the 
grave or tomb of the soul. Socrates recognized the Orphic poets whom he considered 
probable “inventors of the name [body] . . . they were under the impression that the soul 
is suffering the punishment of sin, and that the body is an enclosure or prison in which 
the soul is incarcerated.”
100
 For the Orphic poets the body was an evil place of trial and 
punishment for the soul. The Cratylus outlines a dual relationship between body and soul. 
This dualism saturated Renaissance thought; it prompted the desire for the mind (soul) to 
disengage from the body and connect with higher intellectual authorities. 
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Figure 15: Scholar penetrating through the sky into the next world 




Pico’s refutation of demonic magic, like Ficino’s, cleaves to the tradition of 
Parisian Schoolmen, especially Thomas Aquinas (1225-74), who barred election of 
demons in magic practice. Pico’s respect for the Scholastic and aural traditions branched 
from the writings of Dionysius: “This is in the highest degree confirmed by Dionysius the 
Aeropagite, who says that occult mysteries were conveyed by the founders of our 






Figure 16: Ficino, Pico and Poliziano 
(Chapel of the Miracle, St. Ambrogio, Florence).
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Musico-Astrological Improvisation: Music Spirit Theory 
 
 
The theurgic (theourgia, working of the gods) practice of the Neo-Platonists, 
Porphyry (234-c. 305 C.E.), Iamblichus (AD 245-c. 325 C.E), and others, stems from the 
deifying power of ancient Chaldean rituals. The Chaldeans ruled Babylonia from 625-539 
B.C.E. Their primary ritual was anagoge, the ascent of the soul on the ray of the Sun to 
mystical union with God. “The Chaldeans venerated Eros as the all-pervasive cosmic 
power who binds all things and brings about the concord of the universe and of the parts 
of the human soul.”
104
 
According to Angela Voss, these practical magi (Iamblichus and his followers), 
healers and astrologers who engaged in ceremonial magic, “experience[d] altered states 
of consciousness as a result of focusing and sublimating the will through ritual 
activity.”
105
 Philosopohical/religious magic aimed to align one’s will with that of the 
cosmos through the agency of intermediary spirits, from daemons to angels and the gods 
themselves.
106
 Invocation of gods was central to theurgic practice. The magus, by means 
of magic formulae, communicated with the gods by conforming the will to the divine. 
Matter was of cosmic interest. 
The Renaissance Neo-Platonist Marsilio Ficino wrote extensively on immortality 
and ascent of soul. His longest original work, the eighteen books of Platonic Theology on 
the Immortality of Souls, was written between 1469 and 1474. The hierarchical 
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descriptions of divine ascent closely followed the prototype set by Dionysius in The 
Celestial Hierarchies. 
Ficino studied logic, natural philosophy, and the humanities at the University of 
Florence in the 1450s. From 1462 to 1473 Ficino worked as a translator for the Medici 
family. His commentary on Plato’s Symposium, De amore was finished in 1469. De 
amore’s Speech V addressed love as cosmic matter, channeled by art through pagan gods 
and their representative zodiac. In chapter XIII, “Which gods give which arts to men,”
107
 
Ficino informs the reader of the role the Roman gods and their planetary counterparts 
played in respect to their influence on music and art: 
Agathon thinks that the arts were given to the human race by the gods 
on account of love: ruling, by Jupiter; archery, prophecy, and medicine 
by Apollo; bronze work, by Vulcan; weaving, by Minerva; and finally 
music, by the Muses. Twelve gods preside over the twelve signs of the 
Zodiac: over Aries, Pallas [Athena]; over Taurus, Venus; Apollo over 
Gemini; over Cancer, Mercury; over Leo, Jupiter; over Virgo, Ceres; 
over Libra, Vulcan; over Scorpio, Mars; Diana over Sagittarius; Vesta 




These signs bestow the gifts of the arts upon the body and soul through kindness of 
providence, We say that they give them at the instigation of love.”
109
 
Ficino’s music-spirit-theory was the gravitas that enabled his astrological music 
improvisations to take flight. His theory corresponded to Renaissance medicine 
(elements, medical spirits, and humors) and pneuma (airy spirit or vapor that lives in the 
blood). Ficino wrote: “The soul and the body, which are by nature very different from 
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each other, are joined by means of the spirit, which is a certain very thin and clear vapor 
produced by the heat of the heart from the thinnest part of the blood.”
110
 
Ficino’s derived music-spirit-theory from his outlook on immortality of the soul. 
Since the striving of the soul towards God cannot be vain, it must at some point reach its 
goal. However, this happens, if not at all, then only for a moment and still imperfect. It 
must be realized in a future life, and thus survival of the soul after death is necessary. In 
light of this reasoning, soul (mind) and God are related to each other as the same unique 
act of contemplation. Ficino suggested that both mental and physical diseases may be 
dispelled or induced, “since a musical spirit of this kind properly touches and acts on the 
spirit which is the mean between body and soul (mind) and immediately affects both the 
one and the other with its influence.”
111
 
Ficino wrote Liber de vita in 1489 when he was fifty-six years old. He included 
the text for De vita amongst his commentaries on Plotinus; Ennead IV.3.11. “You ask, 
Canigiani [Antonio], why I so often combine the study of medicine with that of music. 
What, you say, has the trade of pharmacy to do with the lyre?”
112
 The third book of 
Ficino’s De vita “On obtaining life from the Heavens” (presented as a medical treatise) 
gave prescriptions on how to receive beneficial celestial influxes through music. The way 
to procure celestial benefits was to imitate the heavens with song. This way, one would 
be able to absorb the anima mundi (world soul) by means of music spirit. Art that became 
in the highest degree celestial was considered pure. Ficino as a Renaissance magus 
introduced the celestial into the earthly by particular lures and by subjecting earthly 
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things to the higher. Lyric improvisation of songs connected the earthly realm with the 
celestial by means of music’s spiritual properties: 
Now the very manner of song, indeed, is altogether purer and more 
similar to the heavens than is the matter of medicine. For this too is air, 
hot or warm, still breathing and somehow living; like an animal, it is 
composed of certain parts and limbs of its own and not only possesses 
motion and displays passion but even carries meaning like a mind, so 




D.P. Walker has examined the historical differences between ‘natural’ and 
‘demonic’ magic. In Spiritual and Demonic Magic from Ficino to Campanella
114
 he 
classified Ficino’s practice as natural or spiritual. In book three of De vita Ficino wrote, 
“And do not believe that we are dealing with gifts which the stars are going to give by 
their own election (electio) but rather by natural influence.”
115
 By denying electio (any 
act of will) Ficino advocated that stars respond to prayers or magic naturally and 
spontaneously. This line of reasoning acknowledged Thomas Aquinas’ beatific visions, 
and it refuted (in part) the theurgic working of the gods, practiced by earlier Neo-
Platonists. 
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Orphic Hymns, Discanting with the Planets 
 
 
Orphic Hymn to Sabazio: 
  
Here me, father Sabazios [Zeus], son of Kronos, illustrious god. You 
sewed into your thigh Bachic Dionysos, the roaring Eiraphiotes, that he 
might come whole to noble Tmolos, by the side of the fair-cheeked 
hipta. But O blessed ruler of Phrygia and supreme king of all, come 




 Ficino preferred the texts of the Orphic hymns for his lyrical improvisation 
practice. In De amore Ficino wrote, “Whoever denies that it is possible to understand 
intellectually and perfectly, sensible properties by the way of secret or occult analogy, 
will not understand the essence of the Orphic hymns.”
117
 Giovanni Pico stated in his 
Conclusiones, “Nothing is more effective in natural magic than the hymns of Orpheus, if 




Incarnations of Apollo’s epic son, Orpheus, the ancient Attic poet-musician, 
shaman, psychopomp, heroic champion, and receiver of limbic dismemberment by 
Manaeds in a Dionysic sacrifice ritual,
119
 emerge often in ‘Occidental’ music-history, 
especially early opera. Orpheus, championed for sounding lucid celestial music which 
prompted his soul’s sojourn through celestial spheres (including the underworld), 
initiated an archetypical starting point for philosophies concerning the nature of 
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Orphic mythology is an appeal to mysteries or belief in miracles. By means of 
magical song Orpheus holds the power to move stones and trees, attract birds and 
animals, and persuade deities. In Greek mythology Orpheus represents Apollonian 
consecration and purity. From Apollo, Orpheus took the lyre, the symbol of controlled 
emotion.
121
 In archaic Greece, Orpheus saved the Argonauts from the Sirens by 
overcoming their song with his own, a testament to the power of his music. 
Orphism, a set of beliefs and religious practices derived form Orphic literature, 
developed out of ancient and Florentine Neo-Platonist ideas. During the late archaic age, 
Orphism assimilated a religious movement of its own; it combined Dionysian mysteries 
and Pythagorean philosophy. Pythagoras (6
th
 BCE) is said to have introduced the doctrine 
of transmigration of souls into Greece.
122
 Orpheus became widely known as the 
theologian of all mystery cults. Followers of Bacchic mystery groups and ritual 
specialists used the Orphic texts, sang hymns in ritual, and made prescriptions for 
initiation and other rites. 
In order to categorize the distinction between mere representations and magical 
operations in mythology, Vladimir Marchenkov marked a distinction between what is 
real and figurative. Magic requires initiation into mysteries, ritualistic immersion that is 
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mainly private. Magic [does], while philosophy, a more publicized discourse, 
contemplates. The absorption of the Orphic myth by Greek philosophers, namely 
Pythagoras and Plato, laid the foundation for mixing mythology with philosophy, 
“mythosophia.” Marchenkov suggests that, “Poetry does not inherently make claims to 
the reality of objects it describes, whereas mythosophia does.”
123
 This co-extension 
among words (poetry) and their objects (mythological figures) provided poets and 
musicians with a formal agenda concerned with synchronic structures—the poetic res 
ipsae practiced by ‘mortal’ poets. 
Ficino and members of the Platonic Academy engaged in ritual magic, some of 
which is spelled out in Ficino’s correspondences and writings. The Orphic revival in 
early Renaissance Florence, within the confines of the Florentine Academy, sought to 
connect poetry and music with astrology. Improvisation to the Orphic hymns provided 
inclined practitioners a chance to synchronize with the harmony or concord of the 
planets—discanting with planets. 
This interaction with world-harmony should be viewed as a lived process 
grounded in experience, soul that connects with a world of higher intelligences, 
ultimately the division of the World Soul (outlined in Plato’s Timaeus) or Divine Mind, 
nous. Ficino united with Divine Mind by means of ritualized music improvisations, 
holistic unification of mind (soul) and body channeled by music spirit to complete the 
World Soul division. The holistic aspect of his improvisation practice relied on the live 
experience of being connected to the universe. Not by invoking the will of others, but 
rather by engaging others on personal election through lyric improvisation channeled by 
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divinus furor. These rites, according to Ficino’s third book of De vita (On obtaining life 




Conclusion: Improvvisatore, Rhetoric, Affect, and Celestial Music 
 
 
Music’s power to affect emotion and behavior has been contemplated throughout 
music’s history. The ancient Greeks connected modes with ethos. Pythagoras and Plato 
advanced natural philosophy, the idea that numerology expressed the natural order of the 
universe. Plato’s World Soul (anima mundi) division became the linchpin for future 
speculations on the music-of-the-spheres, musica mundana.  
Laus musice themes associate music, rhetoric, and affect. In antiquity, the 
relationship between music, grammar, and poetry was related to the lyre. Similarly, in the 
early Florentine Italian Renaissance, praise of music was expressed by rhetoric in epic 
poetry accompanied by the lira da braccio; the greater the rhetoric, the greater the affect. 
Improvvisatore musicians in Florence based their improvisations on poetry written for 
music, poesia per musica. Astrological programs accompanied many performances of 
frottole as documented in the earliest intermedi and the wide use of the capitola verse 
form. The lira accompanied many theatrical verse forms as well as improvisations bound 
by divinus furor. 
Renaissance natural philosophy and poetry pivoted on res ipsae (the reality of 
things themselves). Poets and musicians nurtured this ideology to transform simple 
narrative into allegory that expressed ‘reality.’ The beginnings of secular theatre in Italy 
began with this interest; verse structures and musical improvisations were suited to 
articulate vocal declamations of poetry to fit the occasion. Fixed verse forms were 
serviced by skeletal chord paradigms, such as “Modo” and “Aer,” which gave performers 
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models to improvise any text within the different verse forms: capitoli, latini, sonnetti et 
cetera. 
Moreover, the bucolic nature of poeisa per musica transmitted an enchanted 
program in tow with the larger Neo-Platonic Renaissance ideology: fusion of words with 
their objects. The improvised performances of frottole were emotionally charged. 
Improvvisatori were judged on their ability to improvise, and sang poetry that held 
natural, magical connotations. “Pregoui fronde, fiori, acque” (Beseech: branches, flowers, 
and waters) attests to this phenomenon. This kind of poetry descended from the myth of 
Orpheus and other ancient bards who held the power to mutate nature by the will of the 
musician through magic incantation. 
The mutazione (double versification), found among frottola verse forms, serviced 
improvisation in order to advance narrative. It evolved from generations of musicians 
setting different texts to the same (strophic) strains of music. However, the mutazione 
was the chief improvisation device for the improvvisatore. It was a mnemonic device that 
serviced improvisation based on memory of established versifications. Moreover, 
improvised melodic passagi spun out of the octaves at the bordone of the lira that 
determined its mode and affect. 
Angelo Poliziano’s La festa d’Orfeo (c. 1480) commenced secular theatre set in 
native Italian. Poliziano wrote many pastorals and strambotti. The character of Orpheus 
in Le festa d’Orfeo was set in strambotti verse form. The opening of the festa began with 
an astrological program—Mercury announced the festival. Baccio Ugolini and Poliziano 
were both immersed in Florentine literati circles and were influenced by Marsilio 
Ficino’s direction at the Platonic Academy. 
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Poets and musicians abandoned themselves to the inspiration of improvisation. 
The cantore tradition featured cantimpanca musicians who performed narrative songs on 
benches outside Florentine cathedrals. The cantori improvised the daily news and 
characterized peoples’ professions. As couriers of sort, the cantori’s use of the lira 
befitted the ancient association of it with Hermes’ caduceus (messenger staff). 
The later cantastorie utililzed the strambotti verse form to advance lengthy 
narrations. Pulci’s Morgante Maggiore attests to the wide use of ottava rima. Pulci 
originally railed against the Neo-Platonists’ learned discussions on immortality of the 
soul. He called the afterlife nothing but a burato oscuro, a huge dark abyss. The poetry of 
Morgante exemplifies the use of rhetoric to arouse emotion. His references to Antonio di 
Guido confirmed that maestro Antonio was indeed one of the best improvvisatore of his 
day. Pulci followed maestro Antonio’s lead by praising muses, famous Roman orators 
and statesmen in his lengthy heroic epic Morgante Maggiore. 
Ficino’s correspondence with Bracessi disclosed his preference for Bracessi’s 
verse. Ficino improvised Bracessi’s verses and indicated that his poetry was infused with 
the ‘fury of the muses.’ Ficino’s letter to Bracessi advised him to sing of God only and 
not to bestow divine traits to humans nor to bestow human traits to God. Do not sing of 
humans, but rather sing of God. Ficino’s divinus furor practice was structured around 
immanence to attract otherness. This supports Pico’s Oration on the ‘dignity of man,’ 
which stressed individual relationships to the divine and the underlying ‘know thyself’ 
maxim. The principle of Platonic love, the mutual contemplation between ‘mortal’ 
humans and the divine, furthered the conception of man’s personal relationship with God. 
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The mortal ‘universal’ poets realized that the body was mortal. However, because 
mind existed before the body, the mind (soul) was immortal. For these reasons, Neo-
Platonic Renaissance philosophy and its counterpart, poetry, contemplated higher 
intellectual authority within the astrological hierarchy, ultimately the Divine Mind. In 
order to connect mind (soul) and body with the universe, celestial music was constructed 
to emulate the World Soul division or Astral Body. Ficino’s music-spirit-theory described 
the mediator (vehicle) that transformed earthly substance with astral counterparts by 
means of imitation (cosmic sympathy). In Ficino’s letter to Antonio Canigiani (On 
music) he relates lira practice with elevation of the mind: 
This is why, after my studies in theology and medicine, I often resort to 
the solemn sound of the lyre and to singing, to avoid other sensual 
pleasures entirely. I do it also to banish vexations of both soul and 
body, and to raise the mind to the highest considerations and to God as 
much as I may. This I do with the authority of Mercurius and Plato, 
who say that music was given to us by God to subdue the body, temper 




The word ritual is from the Latin ritus: to flow, run, rush or stream. It is similar to 
the Tao, the absolute principle underlying the universe. Ritual can be therapeutic when 
persons leave the world of reason and enter into the stream of fantasy. Thomas Moore 
communicates, “Words can be ritualized acts, if they are put in the river, in the stream of 
imagination.”
125
 The word desire, from the Latin desidere, means ‘from the stars’ in the 
awakening of the soul to its true nature, deification of the soul:
126
 
Take a look round, then, and see that none of the uninitiated are 
listening. Now by the uninitiated I mean the people who believe in 
nothing but what they can grasp in their hands, and who will not allow 
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Cosmic sympathy and celestial music improvisations required initiation into ritual, which 
sublimated ‘desire’ or longing of the initiate. Calming the soul (mind) through lyrical 
song and connecting it to the World Soul was viewed as therapeutic. 
 The Florentine improvvisatore of the quattrocento revived the ancient lyre to 
accommodate improvisations of poetry on secular and sacred grounds. Earthy 
improvisations were used for the pomp and circumstance of public performance. Ficino’s 
divinus furor practice sought to heal the body by connecting it with the Divine Mind. 
Both traditions advocated an astrological program. The contemplation of the Divine 
Mind, through music spirit, was viewed as holistic therapy for connecting the soul (mind) 
with the body. 
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